Simple recursions are derived for calculating the weights in compact finite difference formulas for any order of derivative and to any order of accuracy on onedimensional grids with arbitrary spacing. Tables are included for some special cases (of equispaced grids).
Introduction.
Previously published methods to generate finite difference weights (e.g., references [l]- [5] ) have been of considerable complexity and often been limited to derivatives of low order on equidistantly spaced grids. The most ambitious attempt to tabulate weights for many orders of derivatives and to high orders of accuracy appears to be the work by Keller and Pereyra [4] . However, their algorithms (limited to equispaced grids) were very involved, and the resulting tables contain both isolated and systematic errors.
In the present study we describe two simple recursion relations which give the weights for any order of derivative (including the Oth derivative, corresponding to interpolation), approximated to any order of accuracy on an arbitrary grid in one dimension. Since, in general, only four arithmetic operations are needed to determine each weight, the main anticipated application of the present method is to dynamically changing grids. However, the method is also well suited to generate tables of weights. Such tables (in the special case of equispaced grids, up to the 4th derivative and up to 9 weights) are included in the cases of one-sided and centered approximations at a grid point and at a 'half-way point' between grid points.
Notation,
Algorithm. Given M > 0, the order of the highest derivative we wish to approximate, and a set of N + 1 grid points (at i-coordinates q0, ..., a^; N > 0), the problem is to find all the weights such that the approximations 2. In the case of m = 0 (corresponding to interpolation formulas), expressions of the form 'zero*(undefined number)' occur. The result is assumed to be zero.
3. The order in which the av (all distinct) are given is significant (since the weights corresponding to all leading subsets of the a"'s are calculated). There is no restriction on xq coinciding with any a".
Derivation
of the Algorithm. For simplicity, assume we seek to approximate the derivatives at the point in = 0. Let {ao,ot\,... ,a¡^) be distinct real numbers and denote n (3.1)
wn(x) := J|(x-afc).
k=0
The polynomial
is the one of minimal degree which takes the value 1 at x = au and 0 at x = ak, 0 < k < n, k t¿ v. For an arbitrary function f(x) and nodes x = a", Lagrange's interpolation polynomial becomes
The desired weights express how the values of [dmp(x)/dxm]x=o vary with changes in f(au). Since only one term in p(x) is influenced by changes in each f(au), we
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By substituting the expansion (3.5) into (3.6) and (3.7), and by equating powers of x, the desired recursion relations between the weights are obtained: could be used instead of (3.9) to obtain ¿>™n. However, this would increase the operation count and might also cause a growth of errors in the case of floatingpoint arithmetic. _7 TABLE 2 Some weights for centered approximations at a 'half-way' point (generated by setting M = 4, N = 7, x0 = 0 and av = {1/2,-1/2,3/2,-3/2,5/2,-5/2,7/2,-7/2} TABLE 3 Some weights for one-sided approximations at a grid point (generated by setting M = 4, N = 8, x0 = 0 and au = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}). TABLE 4 Some weights for one-sided approximations at a 'half-way'' point (generated by setting M=4, N=8, x0=0 andav = {-l/2, 1/2,3/2, 5/2, 7/2,9/2,11/2,13/2,15/2}). i-coordinates at nodes: 
